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DEAR CONCERTGOERS OF THE CAIRO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC DAYS 

While  Egypt  is  moving  towards  new  horizons,  the  2012  edition  of  the  Cairo 
Contemporary Music Days is trying to illuminate the present. Thanks to the efforts of the 
European  –  Egyptian  Contemporary  Music  Society,  Egypt  is  now  the  heart  of 
contemporary  music  in  the  Arab  world.  It  offers  flourishing  encounters  between 
demanding music pieces and a curious audience, promoting cross-fertilization between 
Egyptian  and  European  artists  and  ensuring  the  integration  of  Arabic  composers  in 
nowadays musical world.

As a guest of honour, France is proud to be part of this initiative, and to present through 
the presentation of key works from the French repertoire, performed by Linéa Ensemble,  
alongside lectures on composition by Thierry Pécou and improvised music by Aliquid 
band.

Last but not least, prestigious collaborations with the Philharmonic orchestra of Radio 
France,  IRCAM and the GRAME center from Lyon, are in the pipelines and will  be  
presented in 2013.

Isabelle Seigneur, 
cultural attachée, Institut français d’Egypte, Ambassade de France en Egypte.



CAIRO CONTEMPORARY MUSIC DAYS 2012

SATURDAY, MAY 19, SMALL HALL, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 6 PM

OPENING CEREMONY

SATURDAY, MAY 19, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 8 PM

ENSEMBLE LINEA

Pierre Boulez (*1925) Dérive (1984)

Gérard Pesson (*1958) ne pas oublier coq rouge dans jour craquelé (2010)

Nahla Mattar (*1971) Core Three (2008)

Philippe Hurel (*1955) step (2007)  

Gérard Grisey (1946 – 1998) Talea

Wael Sami (*1976) Crecendo II (2012)

SUNDAY, MAY 20, ALEXANDRIA OPERA HOUSE, 8 PM

ENSEMBLE LINEA

Pierre Boulez (*1925) Dérive (1984)

Gérard Pesson (*1958) ne pas oublier coq rouge dans jour craquelé (2010)

Nahla Mattar (*1971) Core Three (2008)

Philippe Hurel (*1955) step (2007)

Gérard Grisey (1946 – 1998) Talea

SUNDAY, MAY 20, PRINCE TAZ PALACE, 8 PM

FRANCESCO TRISTANO

PIANO RECITAL

Luciano Berio (1925 – 2003) Sequenza IV (1966)

Francesco Tristano (*1981) KYEOTP – Homage to Bachar Khalife (2010)

Johann S. Bach (1685 – 1750) Partita No.1 in B flat major (BWV 835)

Luca Francesconi (*1956) Mambo (1987)

Dominico Scarlatti (1685 – 

1757)

Sonatas K 450, K 13, K 141 & K 32

Pascal Dusapin (*1955) Etude No. 2, Igra (1998)

Claude Debussy (1868 – 1918) Préludes – premier livre

Olivier Messiaen (1918 – 1992) Le Moqueur polyglotte (from Des Canyons aux étoiles … 1971)

Francesco Tristano Ground Bass – Chaconne (1997/2004)

TUESDAY, MAY 21, EL SAWY CULTURAL WHEEL, 8 PM

MARIE UITTI & AYMAN FANOUS

IMPROVISATION

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, MALAK GABR, NEW CAIRO, 8 PM

EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE

Amr Okba (*1972) Integration (2003)

Ahmed Madkour (*1967) White Shroud (2011)

Mohamed Saad Basha (*1972) Lament Song (2012)

Ramz Sabry Samy (*1973) Copticum (2012)

Wael Sami (*1976) Crecendo II (2012)

THURSDAY, MAY 24, PRINCE TAZ PALACE, 8 PM

THIERRY PÉCOU & THE EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE

Olivier Messiaen (1918 – 1992) Quatuor pour la fin du temps (1941)



FRIDAY, MAY 25, EL SAWY CULTURAL WHEEL, 8 PM

ALIQUID

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

WORKSHOPS AND MASTER CLASSES

SUNDAY, MAY 20, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 11 AM
Members of the Slagwerk Den 
Haag Netherlands

Percussion Workshop
(How we work and what can we do together)

SUNDAY, MAY 20, EL HANAGER THEATRE, 3 PM

Francis Marie Uitti – 

Netherlands

Cello Workshop with Contemporary Violoncello Works

open to all strings players and composers

MONDAY, MAY 21, CAIRO CREATIVE CENTER, 11 AM

Thierry Pécou – France Composition Master class

MONDAY, MAY 21, CAIRO CREATIVE CENTER, 5 PM

Jürg Stenzl – Switzerland
Dr. Azza Madian – Egypt

Music after 1945 – Lecture on the aesthetics of contemporary music



SATURDAY, MAY 19, SMALL HALL, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 6 PM

OPENING CEREMONY

THE OPENING CEREMONY WILL TAKE PLACE IN ATTENDANCE OF OUR HONORED GUESTS; THE HIGH RANKING  

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EGYPTIAN MINISTRY OF CULTURE. SHORT CONTEMPORARY WORKS WILL BE PRESENTED BY  

MEMBERS OF THE ENSEMBLES PARTICIPATING IN THE FESTIVAL. 

SATURDAY, MAY 19, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 8PM 

ENSEMBLE LINEA

GUILLAUME BOURGOGNE CONDUCTOR

MAIKO MATSUOKA VIOLIN

JOHANNES BURGHOFF CELLO

KEIKO MURAKAMI FLUTE

ANDREA NAGY CLARINET

OLIVIER MAUREL PERCUSSION

MALGORZATA WALENTYNOWICZ PIANO

In Wael Sami’s Crecendo II is played by:

Rasha Yehia VIOLA

Ahmed Kamal-Ezzat VIOLIN

Nermin Ismail DOUBLE BASS

Pierre Boulez (*1925) Dérive I (1984)

Gérard Pesson (*1958) ne pas oublier coq rouge dans jour 
craquelé (2010)

Nahla Mattar (*1971) Core Three (2008)

Philippe Hurel (*1955) step (2007)

Gérard Grisey (1946 – 1998) Talea (1986)

Wael Sami (*1976) Crecendo II (2012)



SUNDAY, MAY 20, ALEXANDRIA OPERA HOUSE, 8PM

ENSEMBLE LINEA

GUILLAUME BOURGOGNE CONDUCTOR

MAIKO MATSUOKA VIOLIN

JOHANNES BURGHOFF CELLO

KEIKO MURAKAMI FLUTE

ANDREA NAGY CLARINET

OLIVIER MAUREL PERCUSSION

MALGORZATA WALENTYNOWICZ PIANO

Pierre Boulez (*1925) Dérive I (1984)

Gérard Pesson (*1958) ne pas oublier coq rouge dans jour 
craquelé (2010)

Nahla Mattar (*1971) Core Three (2008)

Philippe Hurel (*1955) step (2007)

Gérard Grisey (1946 – 1998) Talea (1986)

Pierre Boulez, one of the most important composers of our time and founder of the IRCAM in Paris 
studied with Olivier Messiaen, whose music was a great influence to him. Shortly after World War II 
Boulez shared the concern of many European young composers of that time that music cannot be the  
same after the cruelties of war and that one had to break with the traditions of previous music. In 
search of a rational and structured music Boulez developed Messiaen’s attempts to extend the twelve-
tone technique further in terms of pitch organisation,  serialising durations, dynamics and mode of 
attack. His piece Dérive I was composed in 1984 and premiered on 1st January 1985 in London played 
by the London Sinfonietta under Oliver Knussen’s baton. The title of the short work for flute, clarinet, 
violin,  cello,  piano and vibraphone is  telling,  as the  music  derives from two earlier  compositions 
Répons (1981) and Messagesquisse  (1976/77). It is based on a suite of six hexachords that form the 
tonal  pool by cyclic permutation of a six tone sequence. This sequence of six tones is  a musical  
allusion to the name of Paul Sacher, and in this way is again a derivative.

Ne pas oublier coq rouge dans jour craquelé (2010) means literally: “not forgetting the red cock in 
the crackled day”. The work by the French composer, publicist and radio producer  Gérard Pesson, 
who is deeply influenced by Salvatore Sciarrino and Helmut Lachenmann, is dedicated to the French 
writer Marcel Proust as a kind of tribute to Vinteuil’s music, the half-imaginary composer who is one 
of the characters of Proust’s masterpiece A la recherche du temps perdu (In search of lost time). The 
title refers to the words Proust wrote into his sketch book, referring to a painting Pieter Bruegel. Proust 
also used them for the last work composed by Vinteuil with the title red glowing septet.

Three, a piece for cello, bass clarinet and piano, won a 2nd award at the International Competition of 
Women Composers in Germany 2008,  which  composer, teacher and musicologist,  Nahla Mattar, 
created during her  time as artist  in  residence at  the Villa Sträuli  in  Switzerland.  Nahla  Mattar  is 
associate  professor  at  Helwan University  in  Cairo.  She  currently  works  as  the  Director  of  Umm 
Kulthum Museum, Ministry of Culture in Egypt. Mattar, who received her doctorate of musical arts in 
composition by the Arizona State University in 2005, aims to write expressive music that blends music 
with visual and theatrical rituals, exploring cultural pluralism and interconnectivity topics. For Three 
she invented three different motives in the first phase of composing: “dark and bored”, “sceptical and 
free”, as well as “annoyed”. These motives serve as reference points for the development of the music. 
They form the dynamical space and time architecture of the piece and so reveal the connection and 
narrative drama beyond the motives. Appearing vertically and horizontally, the motives transform, and 
clash together producing the moment of closure at the end.

Together with Gérard Grisey and Tristan Murail, Philippe Hurel is one of the leading composers from 
the spectral school, which concentrates on the musical timbre, and he has written numerous works 



using  computers  and  new  technologies.  Step (2006)  for  flute,  clarinet,  percussion  and 
piano/synthesizer was commissioned by the French American Music Exchange for the New York New 
Music  Ensemble in  memoriam  of  Michael  Brecker.  It was  written  simultaneously  to  Hurel’s 
composition D’un trait, a piece based on instrumental gestures, which was an influence for Step. This 
piece exposes the simplest “thematic” material as possible, which is developed ‘step by step’. A highly 
contrapuntal opening section with four imitating instruments is followed by a long solo by the bass  
clarinet, which is ornamented by an agitated flute often close to noise and by several temple block and 
piano sounds. Free gestural  and constrained contrapuntal writing alternate, however they share the 
harmonic fields in which they develop, united by a minor third that “slips in between the instruments 
and, woven into the texture, tends to resemble a distant memory.”

Gérard Grisey (1946 – 1999) studied with Messiaen and Dutilleux in Paris in the early 1960’s and in 
Darmstadt with Ligeti, Stockhausen and Xenakis in 1972. He founded a group called L’Itinéraire in  
1973 with Tristan Murail,  Roger Tessier and Michael  Levinas. He is  considered to be one of the 
pioneer and leading composers of the spectral music, based on the exploration of the sound spectrum. 
Talea (1986) is Latin and means “to cut”. “In medieval music this term stands for a reiterated rhythmic  
pattern to which a configuration of pitches called “colour”, likewise reiterated and coinciding or not  
with the first, is grafted. In the twentieth century this dissociation between pitches and durations was 
rediscovered. The idea of a “cutting”, of putting the various rhythmic structures into phase and out of 
phase, as well of a structure in two parts in which the second could easily be termed “color” were base 
for the quintet by Gérard Grisey. Talea consists of two parts linked together without interruption. They 
are meant to express two auditory angles of a single phenomenon. The first part creates the conditions 
for the freedom that emerges in the second part: seemingly irrational ideas, kinds of recollections from 
the first part, pop up in the second part, and they gradually assume the color of the new context until 
they are unrecognizable.

Human beings grow up, they become older, and at the end of life there is decay – earth to earth. This 
circle of life is base to Wael Sami Elkholy’s Crescendo II. Every instrument has got a set of its own 
musical  elements  to  express  a  certain  perception  of  time.  The  mentioned  cyclic  form of  life  is 
represented by loops in the second violin and the viola. The first violin and the cello appear at certain 
points of the piece and represent a measurable point of time – the “local time”. However, their loops 
are also developing further in the course of the music. The wind instruments clarinet and flute have 
their own measure as well, but sometimes they play parallel passages with the other instruments. The 
double-bass  symbolises  a  human life,  which  is  conditioned  by  time.  In  Crescendo  II  Wael  Sami 
Elkholy wants to create a picture of growth and development, which build a circle that leads all action  
back to the beginning. Human beings are born, grow up,  develop, learn, become old, sick and die – 
and they create possibilities for others to live.
The Ensemble Linea was founded by the pianist and conductor Jean-Philippe Wurtz in Strasbourg in 
1998. Since its beginnings it has been involved in a democratisation of contemporary music, by giving 
precedence to the encounter with the audience, an openness towards other artistic disciplines, and an  
active policy of concerts.  Beyond all  schools and trends, the artistic projects of Linea cover quite 
diverse aesthetic perspectives – from musical theatre to electronic music, from Western music to the 
rich Asian repertoires. Based in Alsace (eastern France, bordering on Germany and Switzerland), at  
the crossroads of several cultures, the Ensemble Linea naturally approaches the repertoires in their 
multicultural  dimensions.  Linea  advocates  an  engaged  music  which  is  anchored  in  modernity:  it 
favours works which question the mutations and complexities of our era. The concerts of Linea are 
conceived as spectacles in their  own right.  Playful,  theatrical,  spatialised and explosive, they have 
always  assured  the  Ensemble  a  solid  reputation  for  dynamic  staging.  The  audience  is  regularly 
involved in interactive spectacles promoting its participation.

The Ensemble Linea is presented with the friendly support of



SUNDAY, MAY 20, PRINCE TAZ PALACE, 8 PM

FRANCESCO TRISTANO   PIANO

PIANO RECITAL

Luciano Berio (1925 – 2003) Sequenza IV (1966)

Francesco Tristano (*1981) KYEOTP – Homage to Bachar 
Khalife (2010)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 
1750)

Partita No. 1 in B flat major (BWV 
825)

Luca Francesconi (*1956) Mambo (1987)

Dominico Scarlatti (1685 – 1757) Sonata in g minor, K450
Sonata in g minor, K 13
Sonata in d minor, K 141
Sonata in d minor, K 32

Pascal Dusapin (*1955) Etude No. 2, Igra (1998)

Claude Debussy (1868 – 1918) Préludes – premier livre

La Danse de puck (Puck’s dance)
La Cathédrale engloutie (The sunken 
cathedral)
Des Pas sur la neige (Footprints in 
the snow)
Les Collines d’Anacapri (The hills of 
Anacapri)

Olivier Messiaen (1918 – 1992) Le Moqueur polyglotte
(from Des Canyons aux étoiles … 1971)

Francesco Tristano Ground Bass (Chaconne) 
(1997/2004)

The series of  Sequenze  by  Luciano Berio is one of the most remarkable music cycles of the 20 th 

century. The fourteen works are each composed for a different solo instrument. Berio tried to fathom 
the  boundaries  of  music,  the  tonal  potentials  of  the  instruments  and  the  virtuoso  abilities  of  the 
performer.  Sequenza IV for  solo piano was composed in 1965,  commissioned by the Washington 
University in St. Louis. While the other Sequenze were mostly written in close collaboration with other 
instrumentalists this one was elaborated at the piano by Berio himself. The use of clusters and the  
employment of the sostenuto pedal  give the piece a unique character  compared to the rest  of  the 
Sequenze.

“This great man would be the admiration of whole nations if he had more amenity, if he did not take 
away the natural element in his pieces by giving them a turgid and confused style, and if he did not 
darken their beauty by an excess of art”, the composer and publisher Johann Adolph Scheibe wrote on 
May 14th 1737, after hearing the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. From today’s point of view Bach 
seems to  be  the  prototype  of  a  composer  far  ahead of  his  time,  not  understood by  many of  his 
contemporaries and maybe totally forgotten today, if he would not have been rediscovered in the 19 th 

Century. His Partita No.1 is the first of Bach’s last and most challenging five Suites for harpsichord, 
written between 1727 and 1731. They were collected and published under the title  Clavier Übung I 
(keyboard exercise I).

Mambo was inspired by an old piece by jazz pianist Lennie Tristano, which was recorded using a 
rough  overdubbing  technique  of layering  several  lines  on  top  of  each  other,  thus  creating  a 
considerably complex, polyrhythmic texture. Luca Francesconi felt reminded to the ethnic music of 
the Pygmy people or Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, and it soon became clear to him that the same 
principles were being exploited, including a pre-Classical concept of Western music going back to the  
middle Ages. Thus Mambo was created by using a complicated structure of superimposed layers, from 
which the listener can perceive a “micro-history of music at various latitudes”.



Domenico Scarlatti began his compositional career following in the footsteps of his father Alessandro 
Scarlatti by writing operas, chamber cantatas, and other vocal music, but he is most remembered for 
his 555 keyboard sonatas,  written between approximately 1719 and 1757.  His first  publication, 30 
sonatas called Essercizi, was issued in 1738 and sold throughout Europe. These one-movement sonatas 
are recognized as cornerstones of the keyboard repertoire, a bridge between the Baroque and the galant 
styles of keyboard writing. They demonstrate his facility in adapting rhythms found in contemporary 
Iberian popular music and his inventiveness in creating themes and developing interesting harmonies.

Claude Debussy (born Achille-Claude Debussy) was among the most influential composers of the late 
nineteenth  and  early  twentieth  centuries.  His  mature  compositions,  distinctive  and  appealing, 
combined  modernism and  sensuality  so  successfully  that  their  sheer  beauty  often  obscures  their  
technical  innovation.  Debussy  is  considered  the  founder  and  leading  exponent  of  musical 
Impressionism (although he resisted the label), and his adoption of non-traditional scales and tonal 
structures was paradigmatic for many composers who followed. His  Préludes (Book I) include 12 
pieces and were performed for the first time in 1910 by the composer himself. In these late piano 
works, Debussy aspired a balance between the contrapuntal art of the Renaissance and an approach to 
the magic of pure sound, freed from the burdens of the Wagnarian school.

Pascal Dusapin’s oeuvre is mostly inspired by extra-musical influences from literature, theatre or the 
fine arts. Etude No. 2 “Igra” is one of a series of seven studies, each named after a game. The study 
from 1999  evolves slowly from a mechanistic chordal figure into an easygoing, slow trill  with an 
almost Minimalist spirit.

The Northern mockingbird is commonly found in North America. It is known for imitating other bird’s 
calls, but also other sounds, e. g. mechanical sounds like car alarms. Movement No. 9 with the title Le 
Moqueur polyglotte in  Olivier Messiaens Les Canyons aux étoiles … makes this little grayish bird 
theme of the music, which the composer must have met in the course of his preparations for this work 
in Utah. In Bryce Canyon he was impressed by the landscape and the birds.  Le Moqueur polyglotte  
appears as an extensive cadenza of the solo piano.

A personality so atypical of a pianist, an audacious virtuoso with an 
incomparable technique,  Francesco Tristano has established himself 
as  one  of  the  greatest  talents  of  the  young  generation.  Born  in 
Luxembourg, he started to play the piano at the age of five. He gave 
his first  recital at thirteen including his own compositions. Later he 
studied jazz piano and contemporary music at the Juilliard School in 
New  York, as  well  as  the  conservatoires  in  Brussels,  Riga,  Paris, 
Luxembourg and the Catalonia College of Music. The winner of the 
2004  International  Piano  Contest  in  Orléans  was  selected  by  the 
Philharmonie Luxembourg to take part in the ‘Rising Stars’ network of 
European concert halls 2007. As a soloist he performs worldwide. In 
2000  he  made  his  US  debut  in  Ann  Arbor  with  Michail  Pletnev. 
Francesco Tristano appeared with prestigious orchestras such as the 
Russian National Orchestra, the Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra 
and  the  Hamburger  Symphoniker  under  the  baton  of  directors  like 

François-Xavier  Roth,  Lawrence Foster  and Sir  Jeffrey  Tate.  As a  music-lover  with an  insatiable  
appetite for discovery, Francesco Tristano’s repertoire extends from Bach and Frescobaldi over Berio 
to jazz and electronic music. In recitals he mixes styles and genres, plays his own compositions or re-
invents those of others. Always seeking new experiences, he founded  Chicho’s Akoustic Band,  the 
group Triologues, Aufgang, and The New Bach Players, a chamber orchestra for which he created and 
directed an original transcript for piano and orchestra of Antonio Vivaldi’s Four Seasons.



TUESDAY, MAY 21, EL SAWY CULTURAL WHEEL, 8 PM

FRANCES-MARIE UITTI   VIOLONCELLO 

AYMAN FANOUS   GUITAR, BOUZOUKI

IMPROVISATION

The  Composer  and  performer  Frances-Marie  Uitti 
pioneered  a  revolutionary  dimension  to  the  cello  by 
transforming  it  for  the  first  time  into  a  polyphonic 
instrument capable of sustained chordal (two, three, and 
four-part)  and  intricate  multivoiced  writing.  Using  two 
bows  in  one  hand,  this  invention  permits 
contemporaneous  cross  accents,  multiple  timbres, 
contrasting  4-voiced  dynamics,  simultaneous 
legato/articulated playing, that her previous work with a 
curved bow couldn’t attain. György Kurtág, Luigi Nono, 
Giacinto Scelsi, Louis Andriessen, Jonathan Harvey, and 

Richard  Barrett  are  among  those  who  have  used  this  technique  in  their  works  dedicated  to  her. 
Collaborating with avant-garde artists such as John Cage, she has also worked closely with Iannis 
Xenakis, Elliott Carter, Brian Ferneyhough and countless composers from the new generation. She 
regularly plays at festivals such as the Biennale Di Venezia, Strasbourg Festival, Gulbenkian Festival 
Ars Musica,  Holland Festival  and for radio and television programmes in Europe,  Japan,  and the 
United States, and works with various musicians, filmmakers, DJs and video artists. Frances-Marie 
Uitti  has  written  for  the  Cambridge  Companion to  the  Cello,  Contemporary  Music  Review, 
MusikTexte  and Tempo magazine.  As a  pedagogue,  she  has  given lectures  and master  classes  at 
practically all the major European conservatories and many universities in the USA. She has recorded 
for ECM records, Wergo, BVHaast, Mode, Hat-Hut and ICP. 

Currently based in Washington D.C., guitarist Ayman Fanous was born 
in Cairo and has lived in the US since the age of five. He began his 
classical violin studies at the age of seven and switched to the guitar at  
twelve. He  studied  classical  guitar  at  James  Madison  University. 
However, he has developed a unique style and approach to the guitar, 
which  includes  a  number  of  technical  innovations.  He  is  the  only 
guitarist  to bring both classical and flamenco guitar  technique  deeply 
into  contemporary  free  improvisation.  He  also  reaches  back  into  his 
Egyptian ancestry in improvisations on the bouzouki. Fanous has given 
numerous solo performances, including radio and television broadcasts 
in Spain and the US. He has also performed in duos with a number of 
leading jazz and improvisational musicians, such as cellist Tomas Ulrich, 
guitarists  Bern  Nix  and  Joe  Morris,  violinists  Jason  Hwang,  Mark 
Feldman and Mat Maneri; bassist William Parker, and clarinetists Kinan 
Azmeh and Lori Freedman. While living in New York, he was a member 
of Simon Shaheen’s Near East Music Ensemble. In 2007, he released a duo CD with cellist Tomas 
Ulrich on the German record label Konnex. Fanous established a duo with Frances-Marie Uitti  in  
2011.  They recorded a  full-length  duo CD which  will  be released  in  2012.  Other  CD recordings 
currently in process include a duo with violinist Jason Hwang and a trio with Mat Maneri and Lori  
Freedman.



TUESDAY, MAY 22, MALAK GABR THEATER – NEW CAIRO, 7 PM

Meet the composer

DR. JOHN BABOUKIS

For the first time the curious listener will have the possibility to watch an ensemble working with 
the composers on their new works. Questions and discussions are highly appreciated.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, MALAK GABR – NEW CAIRO, 8 PM

EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE

MEDHAT ABDELSALAM VIOLIN

PETER OLAH FLUTE

SHERIF EL RAZZAZ CLARINET

MAHMOUD SALEH VIOLONCELLO

NESMA ABDEL AZIZ PERCUSSION

YASSER MOUKHTAR PIANO

CONDUCTORS:
MOHAMED SAAD BASHA

JOHN BABOUKIS

TIERRY PÉCOU

ON 25 – NEW COMPOSITIONS

Amr Okba (*1972) Integration (2003)

Ahmed Madkour(*1967) White Shroud (2011)
commissioned by the BCN216 Barcelona

Mohamed Saad Basha (*1973) Lament Song (2012) world premiere
commissioned by the Egyptian Contemporary 

Music Ensemble

Ramz Sabry Samy (*1973) Copticum (2012) world premiere –
commissioned by the Egyptian Contemporary 

Music Ensemble

Wael Sami (*1976) Crecendo II (2012) world premiere –
commissioned by the Egyptian Contemporary 

Music Ensemble



To install  a  cultural  dialogue  and  overcome  cultural  borders  via  music  –  this  is  the  aim  of  the  
European-Egyptian Contemporary Music Society, which has become even more important after the 
events of the Arab Spring. Therefore the concert series  ON 25  was instigated to be a platform for 
Egyptian and Arabic musical productions, and commissioned works that have been created after the 
beginnings of the Egyptian revolution on the 25th January 2011. These works cast a critical eye on 
Egypt’s  history  with  its  various  cultural  influences,  and  they  draw  connections  to  the  current 
developments. The revolutionary spirit of the Arab Spring shall be carried forward into the music of  
the  Arab  world  –  above  all  in  the  so-called  serious  music  –  and  impose  new standards  for  the 
composition of contemporary music. Inspired by the political change the cultural life can change as  
well: the newly achieved freedom provides a great deal of possibilities for artists to fill their works  
with new content  and expression.  In ON 25 different  compositional  styles coalesce and show the 
variety of artistic expression. The organisers hope to present outstanding results of the commissioned 
compositions that will not only be benchmarks in the Middle East but also open a new perspective to  
Arabic cultures for audiences in Europe and the rest of the world.

“A musical work is an ordering of sounds and silences in time arranged according to a composer’s 
taste and a particular set of established rules.”  Ahmed Madkour, born in Cairo in 1967, wants  his 
audience to “discover the beauty and significance of the ‘sound landscape’”. In White Shroud, which 
was commissioned by the BCN 216 Barcelona and premiered on 1st May 2011, he works with different 
levels of action. In this way he manipulates his audience’s perception and challenges us “to look ahead 
in anticipation or to reach back in [our] memory to recall a previous event”. Varying musical cells are 
constantly developing further and are arranged against each other in the different instruments. Every  
now and then the individual sections culminate in further concentration of events. Single motives, or 
germs of motives, appear in differing instruments until suddenly an oriental folk-inspired tune arises 
from the strings, a melody that quickly becomes the main motive, which is passed on to the piano and, 
while the musical texture is thinning out, ends the work.

Amr Okba is cultural exchange between Egypt and Europe in person: born in Egypt the composer 
now lives in Austria. He completed his studies in piano and music theory, composition and conducting 
in both countries and is at home in both cultures. There is no doubt that the term integration is one of  
the topics in his life.  Integration is also the title of his chamber-music piece which he completed in 
2010. The composer experiments with mingling different elements. In this course new elements of 
music are created, which carry features of both originals. Amr Okba is aware that this may result in  
losing the main features of the original elements. However, he is of the opinion that in terms of social 
life the original elements should not disappear: “In the field of integrating cultures, it is different, as  
we  do  not  need  to  create  a  new society  but  we  need  to  unify  our  societies  in  a  global  world.” 
Integration is formed by many motivic germs in the different instruments – concise, rhythmic stubs of 
triplets, which will only gain meaning in the context of the whole work. A base for these transient  
figures is given by the piano, which plays the C on the first beat of each bar throughout the work. As 
disruptive factor the flute plays a jet-whistle, a piercing whistling noise, in irregular intervals. In the 
end all instruments find their common language as they conclude in one unisono C.

With his  Lament Song Mohamed Saad Basha wants to emulate a South-Egyptian ethnic tradition, 
the so-called lamentation to death. These lamentations have their roots in ancient fictional texts of the  
Middle Kingdom. Their stories mainly focus on a society, where the natural order of things in both 
society and nature is overthrown, sometimes by the breakdown of rule. Basha’s idea evolved over 
several years beginning in early 2007 reaching its climax in today’s premiere. The composer wanted to 
present the spontaneous Egyptian musical innovation, which shows the traditional music – melody, 
mode and sound colour – in a new light. Similar to the lamentations, where an individual’s inner  
feelings are expressed within a frame of habits and beliefs, Basha tries to transfer this concept to  the 
renewal of Egyptian music. The Egyptian society of the present can influence the tradition by adding 



new elements – in music they can develop their new own sound by expressing themselves – not only 
within the given patterns, but also by adding new concepts to the music.

Human beings grow up, they become older, and at the end of life there is decay – earth to earth. This 
circle of life is base to Wael Sami Elkholy’s Crescendo II. Every instrument has got a set of its own 
musical  elements  to  express  a  certain  perception  of  time.  The  mentioned  cyclic  form  of  life  is 
represented by loops in the second violin and the viola. The first violin and the cello appear at certain 
points of the piece and represent a measurable point of time – the “local time”. However, their loops 
are also developing further in the course of the music. The wind instruments clarinet and flute have 
their own measure as well, but sometimes they play parallel passages with the other instruments. The 
double-bass  symbolises  a  human life,  which  is  conditioned by  time.  In  Crescendo  II  Wael  Sami 
Elkholy wants to create a picture of growth and development, which build a circle that leads all action  
back to the beginning. Human beings are born, grow up, develop, learn, become old, sick and die –  
and they create possibilities for others to live.

The tradition of Coptic chant can be traced back to the ancient liturgies of Jerusalem or Syria. Some of 
the melodies were adopted from ancient Egyptian burial practices as well as other rituals, and were  
connected to  the religious beliefs of  the Coptic  Orthodox Church.  Inspired by the very restricted  
melodies of the Coptic chant Ramz Sabry Samy composed Copticum – the title being a merge of the 
two words “Coptic” and “Canticum”. The rules of these liturgical chants with their controlled use of 
the minimum, the restrictions in the melodies’ pitches, the frequent usage of tetrachords, are base to 
the new chamber-music work. However, Ramz Sabry Samy does not stay in the realms of tradition. He 
adds some aspects of contemporary music to form his own interpretation of Coptic music. Polychords 
and polytonality enrich the traditional aspects. In this way Copticum becomes “a trip towards the past 
with a new vision”. In the course of the music the different parts become clearer and wider.

Established by clarinetist Sherif El Razzaz and the European-Egyptian Contemporary Music Society 
e.V. (EECMS) in 2010, the Egyptian Contemporary Music Ensemble (ECME) presents a series of 
concerts  every  season  as  guest  artists  of  the  Department  of  Performing  and  Visual  Arts  at  the 
American University in Cairo (PVA / AUC). This gathering of some of the finest Egyptian musicians 
from  several  generations  serves  to  support  the  mission  of  the  PVA to  foster  composition  and 
performance. All members of the ECME have pursued their musical education in Egypt as well as 
abroad, and by now occupy important positions in major cultural institutions and/or other professional  
ensembles. There is a strong desire among these performers to share their experience and pass on their 
practical knowledge by exposing students to important works of contemporary music. The concert  
series in the venues of the AUC explore different themes, styles, epochs and regional characteristics of 
contemporary music. They are preceded by open rehearsals, and completed by lectures and master  
classes that provide deeper insight into the respective subject.

Beside its  residence at  the American University, the ECME has over a very short  period of  time  
become an eminent cultural ambassador for Egypt. It is the only ensemble in the country to date to 
present recent national productions in the field of contemporary music at major events around the 
globe, and the only one to work with composers from other parts of the world who wish to develop 
new pieces with an Egyptian ensemble.

The core members  of  the ensemble develop each programme in close collaboration with selected 
conductors  and  composers,  and  contribute  to  the  organisation  of  the  sessions.  The  democratic 
decision-making of the ECME is an integral part of contemporary music and an element that makes  
for a lively and constructive environment in which to work.



THURSDAY, MAY 24, PRINCE TAZ PALACE, 8 PM

THIERRY PÉCOU, FRANCES-MARIE UITTI & MEMBERS OF THE EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 

ENSEMBLE

THIERRY PÉCOU PIANO

MEDHAT ABDELSALAM VIOLIN

FRANCES-MARIE UITTI VIOLONCELLO

SHERIF EL RAZZAZ CLARINET

Olivier Messiaen (1918-1992) Quatuor pour la fin du temps (1941)
Liturgie de cristal
Vocalise, pour l’ange qui annonce la fin du temps
Abîme des oiseaux
Intermède
Louange à l’éternité de Jésus
Danse de la fureur, pour les sept trompettes
Fouillis d’arcs-en-ciel, pour l'ange qui annonce la fin du temps
Louange à l’immortalité de Jésus

“In homage to the Angel of the Apocalypse, who raises his hand towards Heaven saying: ‘There shall 
be no more time.’” – It must have felt like the end of time in the Stalag VIII-A in Görlitz, Germany, 
where  Olivier Messiaen was imprisoned between 1940 and 1941. Even more fascinating is the fact 
that Messiaen was able to write music under these worst conditions: composing by the graciousness of 
the guards, rehearsals in the washing rooms. The composer was inspired by the biblical text from the 
Book of Revelation. However, not the apocalyptic description impressed the composer most, more 
important for his composition were the secrets of believing. The premiere of the  Quatuor pour la fin  
du temps took place in this very prisoner-of-war camp on 15 January 1941 and 400 prisoners listened 
to the performance of their fellow prisoners, the clarinetist Henri Akoka, the violinist Jean Le Boulaire 
and the cellist Étienne Pasquier.
Born in Paris in 1965,  Thierry Pécou began to play the piano at the age of nine and continued his 
studies  at  the  Paris  Conservatoire  Supérieur,  where  he  won  First  Prizes  in  orchestration  and 
composition. A Pensioner at “La Casa de Velazquez” in Madrid and laureate of the “Prix Villa Médicis  
Hors les Murs”, he won numerous prizes, among others the Tribune Internationale des compositeurs  
de  l’UNESCO  (1990),  the  Prix  Georges  Enesco  et  des  jeunes 
compositeurs de la SACEM (1993 and 2004), the Prix Simone & Cino 
del Duca for the Composer 2010 by the Academy of Beaux Arts, and 
the Prix de la Meilleure Création Musicale 2010 by the Syndicat de la 
Critique for his second opéra L’Amour coupable. He wrote more than 
80 works, often commissioned by institutions and performers such as 
the Kronos Quartet, pianist Alexandre Tharaud and the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra.  His  music  was  performed  in  concerts  and  at  festivals 
including  the  Radio-France  Festival  Présences,  Gaudeamus  Music-
Week in Amsterdam, Tampere Choir Festival (Finland) and the Théâtre 
de la Ville and des Champs Elysées in Paris. He regularly interprets his 
works both as a soloist and as a chamber music player (Les Machines 
Désirantes,  piano  concerto  at  the  Festival  Présences  in  2009, 
Tremendum with the BBC Symphony, and in 2010 with the Orchestre 
de Colonne in the Salle Pleyel). The recording of his Symphonie du Jaguar won the Diapason d’Or de 
l’année 2010. His Garden of the Sage with Chinese traditional instruments was premiered at 
the World Expo in Shanghai in 2010.



THE ELEMENT OF IMPROVISATION AND CHANCE IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND JAZZ 

In 1956 the German composer Karlheinz Stockhausen presented a piece of music that would 
mark a starting point for an entire aesthetical movement of the 20th century. His Klavierstücke 
XI includes 19 musical elements that are to be connected by the performer in any way he desires. 
This incidental attitude of composing was named “aleatoric” based on a term by the acoustician 
Werner-Mayer Eppler. Eppler formulated the well known definition of the term: “a process is 
said to be aleatoric ... if its course is determined in general but depends on chance in detail.” A 
year later Pierre Boulez formulated a theoretical concept of how incidence can be made fruitful 
for the form of compositions. Although there had been attempts on composing by chance much 
earlier, only now the concept seemed to be acceptable on a broad level giving the interpreter the 
freedom to control the piece in a fundamental manner.

Only three years later, in 1960, the American Jazz saxophonist and composer Ornette Coleman 
recorded an album on which he brought to fruition what he was already experimenting with for 
several years, without even knowing about the modern developments in European music. The 
name of the Album became the label of a complete movement: Free Jazz. The record contained 
simultaneous collective improvisation by two bands attempting to remain free of preset  key, 
melody, chord progressions and meter, although a substantial portion of the music had preset 
melody, organisation of themes, or other structures. With this radical attempt Ornette Coleman 
and his disciples had freed Jazz from all traditional constrictions, focusing on the pure expression 
of the musician. In the same time they brought Jazz back to where it once started in the streets of  
New Orleans: a collective and wild improvisation.

From this moment on, when avant-garde Jazz and the so called serious music crossed ways both 
styles continued on different pathways heading for an equal aim that might be best understood as 
the overcoming of musical boundaries and the contemplation on the qualities of pure sound.
The effect of this aesthetical annulment is best described the way John Cage once had put it: ex-
periencing the presence without being concerned with the past and without expectations of the 
future.



FRIDAY, MAY 25, EL SAWY CULTURAL WHEEL, 8 PM

ALIQUID

SYLVAIN GUÉRINEAU   SAXOPHONES

JEAN-MARC FOUSSAT   ANALOGIC SYNTHETIZER, ELECTRONICS AND VOICE

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ IMPROVISATIONS

What  common  ground  could  there  possibly  be 
between a saxophone (a melodic instrument) and a 
VCS3  analogue  synthesizer  coughing,  spitting, 
belching  and  crackling?  Jean-Marc  Foussat’s 
world of sounds has the thickness of the chaos and 
the  reality  of  industrial  suburban  blast  furnaces. 
The  sound  world  of  Sylvain  Guerineau is  a 
transparent  stream.  Their  music  is  like  melting 
snow  turning  into  an  avalanche  and  crashing 
everything on its way. It is a marvellous nightmare 
which  we are  reluctant  to  leave behind.  Not  for 
faint-hearted!

Aliquid was created in 2005, half a century after 
the birth of its two founding members Jean-Marc 

Foussat  and  Sylvain  Guérineau.  Jean-Marc  is  a  sound  craftsman  –  like  a  fireworks  craftsman:  
synthesizers,  electronics,  recordings;  Sylvain,  a  tenor  saxophonist.  They met  during  a  live recording 
session.  An avid reader  of  Vladimir  Jankélévitch’s books,  Jean-Marc found the name of  the band – 
Aliquid – in one of his texts. Even though Sylvain was not too fond of sound processing in the beginning, 
numerous work sessions enhanced and matured the duo’s music. Their friendship also contributed to help  
them melt their voices together perfectly.

   



MASTER CLASSES AND LECTURES IN COOPERATION WITH THE 

CAIRO CREATIVE ART CENTRE

In the course of the Cairo Contemporary Music Days 2012 (May 19th-25th) the European-Egyptian 
Contemporary Music Society is hosting a number of master classes and lectures allowing the students of 
the Cairo Conservatory a deeper insight into the language and techniques of the music of our time.

SUNDAY, MAY 20, CAIRO OPERA HOUSE, 11 AM

Percussion Workshop

(How we work and what can we do together)

MEMBERS OF THE SLAGWERK DEN HAAG NETHERLANDS

Since  its  founding  in  1977  the  musicians  of  The 
Hague Percussion  have focused on performing and 
developing  contemporary  percussion  music  in  its 
most  diverse  forms:  from existing  repertoire,  via  a 
large  number  of  new  commissions  and  ongoing 
collaborations  with  composers,  to  researching  the 
furthest  limits  of  organised sound.  As a  specialised 
ensemble  The  Hague  Percussion  has  built  up  and 
maintained a leading position, both nationally as well 
as internationally; a position, which over the years has 
brought them to virtually all European countries, the 
United States, the Middle East, Japan and Korea.
The  repertoire  of  The  Hague  Percussion  stretches  from the  earliest  composed  works  for  percussion 
ensemble to the large percussion sextets of Iannis Xenakis and can be characterised by an unremitting  
curiosity into the nature of sound.  During the course of its  30 year existence the group has actively  
contributed  to  the  creation  of  new  repertoire,  working  together  with  several  of  new  music’s  most 
prominent pioneers as Mauricio Kagel, John Cage, Karl-Heinz Stockhausen and Steve Reich.

SUNDAY, MAY 20, EL HANAGER THEATRE, 3 PM

Cello Workshop with Contemporary Violoncello Works

Open to all strings players and composers

FRANCES-MARIE UITTI – Netherlands

The composer and performer Frances-Marie Uitti pioneered a 
revolutionary dimension to the cello by transforming it for the 
first time into a polyphonic instrument capable of sustained 
chordal (two, three, and four-part) and intricate multivoiced 
writing. Using two bows in one hand, this invention permits 
contemporaneous cross accents, multiple timbres, contrasting 
4-voiced  dynamics,  simultaneous  legato/articulated  playing, 
that  her  previous  work  with  a  curved  bow couldn’t  attain. 
György  Kurtág,  Luigi  Nono,  Giacinto  Scelsi,  Louis 
Andriessen, Jonathan Harvey, and Richard Barrett are among 
those who have used this technique in their works dedicated 
to her. Collaborating with avant-garde artists such as John Cage, she has also worked closely with Iannis  
Xenakis,  Elliott  Carter,  Brian  Ferneyhough  and  countless  composers  from  the  new generation.  She 
regularly plays at festivals such as the Biennale Di Venezia, Strasbourg Festival, Gulbenkian Festival Ars 
Musica,  Holland Festival  and for radio and television programmes  in Europe,  Japan,  and the United 
States, and works with various musicians, filmmakers, DJs and video artists.  Frances-Marie Uitti  has  



written for the Cambridge Companion to the Cello, Contemporary Music Review, MusikTexte and Tempo 
magazine. As a pedagogue, she has given lectures and master classes at practically all the major European 
conservatories and many universities in the USA. She has recorded for ECM records, Wergo, BVHaast, 
Mode, Hat-Hut and ICP.

MONDAY, MAY 21, CAIRO CREATIVE CENTRE, 11 PM

Composition Master Class

THIERRY PÉCOU – France

Thierry Pécou, born in 1965 in Paris, began studying the 
piano at the age of nine and continued his studies at the Paris 
Conservatoire  Supérieur,  where  he  won  First  Prizes  in 
Orchestration  and  Composition.  Regularly  appointed  for 
residencies around the world, Pécou has had a long-standing 
relationship with the Banff Center in Canada where he has 
often been in residence. He was also a member of the Casa 
de Velazquez in Madrid and in residence in Russia, as part 
of the Villa Médici’s Hors Les Murs Prize, and has made his 
extensive travel a source of inspiration for his music.
He wrote over 80 performed works, most often commissions 

of highly prestigious institutions, which are interpreted by world-class soloists and orchestras (e.g.  
Kronos Quartet, pianist Alexandre Tharaud, BBC Symphony Orchestra), furthermore played at well-
renowned concerts’ seasons and festivals; such as the Radio-France’ festivals Présences, Gaudeamus 
Music-Week in Amsterdam, Automn in Moscow, New Music Concerts Toronto, Foro Internacional de 
Musica Nueva de Mexico, Festival d’Ambronay, Tampere Choir Festival (Finland), Auditorium de 
Nagasaki, Théâtre de la Ville and des Champs Elysées in Paris, Octobre en Normandie.
Thierry  Pécou’s  Stabat  Mater  received a  special  mention  at  UNESCO’s  International  Rostrum of 
Composers in 1990.

MONDAY, MAY 21, CAIRO CREATIVE CENTRE, 5 PM

Music after 1945 – Lecture on the Aesthetics of Contemporary Music

JÜRG STENZL – Switzerland

DR. AZZA MADIAN – Egypt

Jürg Stenzl was born in  Basel  in  1942.  He studied Musicology, 
German  Literature  and  Philosophy  at  the  Sorbonne  and  the 
university of Bern. After graduating on the Fourty Clausulae of the 
Paris  Manuscripts –  a  work  on  13th  Century  music  –  he  was 
rewarded a doctor’s degree by the University of Bern. From 1969 
until his qualification as a professor in 1974 he assisted the organist 
and musicologist Luigi Fernando Tagliavini. From 1980 until 1992 
he  was  assigned  as  an  adjunct  professor  at  the  University  of 
Freiburg  in  Switzerland.  In  1992 and 1993 he had the executive 
position of an artistic manager in the renowned Austrian publishing 
house Universal Edition in Vienna, where he was qualified as a professor for the second time. His  
career  as  a  musicologist  includes  lectures  at  the universities  of  Graz  and Harvard as  well  as  the 
position as head of the Institute of Art, Dancing and Musicology in Salzburg. Jürg Stenzl published 
over  150  articles,  thematically  ranging  from  medieval  music  to  modern  composers  like  Bartók, 
Schoenberg and Stockhausen. He is also the author of a book on the work of Luigi Nono published in  
1998.



Azza Madian, Advisor of the CCMD Academic Lectures, has earned her PhD in Musicology from the 
Cornell University in New York. Beside her work on  Language Music Relationships in Al-Farabi’s  
Grand Book of Music she published articles on a wide variety of topics as Gregorian chant and the 
preservation of Egypt’s musical Heritage. Mrs. Madian is  a faculty member in the Department of  
Musicology of the Cairo Conservatoire and was appointed as Deputy Director of the Arts Center of the 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina.

With the friendly support of:

Schweizer Kulturstiftung 



FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS OF THE
EUROPEAN – EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC SOCIETY E. V.

AND THE EGYPTIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ENSEMBLE

Today – as we celebrate the inauguration of the ECME and the EECMS in Egypt, we wish to invite you to 
become a friend and supporter of the EECMS. It is our heartfelt belief that contemporary music is a vital 
part of the cultural landscape of this country and we feel a responsibility to contribute to this. 

Our vision is to promote contemporary music in Egypt through the long term establishment of biennial 
festivals in Cairo and Alexandria, strengthening relations with like minded people and institutions in 
Egypt, Europe and across the world. Our vision is to establish the Egyptian Contemporary Music En-
semble as a home for contemporary music in Egypt, a home that nurtures creativity and artistry, seeking 
to capture the extraordinary specialist talent we discover along the way. 

With your support, we can develop an exciting programme encouraging the work of emerging Egyptian 
composers. We can also ensure that our principal musicians are rewarded at a professional level, develop-
ing their capabilities to their absolute finest. 
With your help we can commit to long term strategies enabling the European – Egyptian Contemporary 
Music Society e. V. to thrive and reach its goals. 

“Real generosity toward the future lies in giving all to the present.” Albert Camus

Please act now to support the Egyptian Contemporary Music Ensemble and the Society as we embark 
upon this remarkable journey. We cannot make this journey alone. We rely on your donations and your 
help. With your support the Society will be able to provide real encouragement to composers and musi-
cians; and increase awareness of contemporary music in Egypt and overseas.

• Contribute to the award for new compositions to be performed by the ECME en-
semble or by a guest ensemble at the biennial festivals.

• Sponsor an “ensemble chair”, such as that for the flautist or cellist, by contributing 
to the annual fees required to have the chair occupied by a leading Egyptian musi-
cian.

All donations make a difference and are gratefully received. Your gift will be acknowledged in concert 
programmes and on our website. It is also possible for your donation to be recorded as being made 
anonymously.

Attractive arrangements are available to companies interested in sponsoring the European – Egyptian 
Contemporary Music Society e. V. 

To discuss sponsorship and other support please contact the Society via e-mail: 
contact@eecms.eu

National Société Générale Bank – NSGB
Swift code: NSGB Bnk egc
Identification Number:1000560115 “EECMS”
Branch code: 728
Account Number: 10021846868/61
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